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A letter from the Editor,
In.in.my.fi.nal.semester.of.college.this.sentiment.may.be.a.little.belated,.but.I.always.
thought.if.I.had.not.chosen.the.path.of.majors.and.minors.I.am.currently.trekking,.
I.would.have.liked.to.be.a.fi.lm.major..Directors.like.Paul.Thomas.Anderson,.Cholé.
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Zhao,.and.Wes.Anderson.(just.to.name.a.few).have.had.the.ability.to.captivate.me.
with.a.single.image,.leading.me.to.rethink.my.entire.life..I.found.solace.in.works.
like Greta Gerwig’s Lady Bird and Frances Ha which continue to wash me over
in.emotion.every.now.and.again..The.specifi.c.sequences.of.these.images.often.
replay.in.my.brain.more.than.my.own.memories..My.feelings.for.fi.lm.are.universal.
within.other.visual.art.forms,.which.I.recognize.is.a.shared.experience.amongst.
many..For.our.second.installment.of.Ekphrasis,.I.wanted.to.capture.the.same.power.
of those visuals that create emotional commonality and controversy through the
neighboring.form.of.writing.
Writing,.in.its.simplest.condition,.is.often.documenting.what.you.see..In.keeping.
with.our.“Art.Inspires.Art”.theme,.all.the.pieces.in.this.issue.derive.from.the.
infl.uence.of.visual.art..From.fi.lms,.theater,.paintings,.and.beyond,.this.issue.of.
Tempo brings light to the inspiration drawn from what our writers see in several
different.mediums..Our.categories.of.research,.reviews,.creative.writing,.interviews,.
and.poetry.are.all.fi.lled.with.dashes.of.common.and.not-so-common.optics—some.
even.from.our.own.campus...
This issue of Tempo would not have been possible without the hard work and creativity
of.our.writers,.photographers,.designers,.and.advisors..I.also.wish.to.give.a.special.
thank.you.to.the.dream.team.that.is.Sage.Short,.Amanda.Fiucci,.and.Desirae.Jones..
Ethan.Hawke.once.said,.“Art’s.not.a.luxury,.it’s.actually.sustenance”,.as.it.allows.
us.to.make.better.sense.out.of.our.lives..I.hope.you.fi.nd.that.same.comfort.and.
contemplation.in.our.magazine.
Best,
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The Discovery Series
How I Learned to Drive with Student Director Gee Brockriede
By Amanda Fiucci

The Discovery Series is a program in the Edwards
College of Humanities and Fine Arts that gives
theater.students.the.opportunity.to.facilitate,.
run,.and.market.their.own.theater.production..
They.create.the.set,.direct,.gather.the.props.and.
costumes,.and.handle.lighting..The.only.nonstudents.are.the.faculty.advisors..This.semester’s.
production.was.the.1998.Pulitzer.Prize.winner,.
“How.I.Learned.to.Drive”.by.Paula.Vogel..It.was.
directed.by.senior.theater.major,.Gee.Brockriede..
It.is.the.fi.rst.Discovery.Series.show.to.be.done.at.
such.a.large.magnitude..This.show.was.the.fi.rst.
to.have.a.full.crew,.a.complete.lighting.set,.and.a.
costume.designer..It.was.also.the.fi.rst.show.to.sell.
out.every.night..In.the.interview.with.Brockreide,.
she shares wnat the show means and its impact
and.how.the.show.fi.rst.grossed.her.ou,t.due.to.
the.sexual.relations.between.unlce.and.niece,.
to being the production that made her want to
become.a.director..
Fiucci: What is your job for the show?
Brockriede:.I.am.the.director,.which.means.that.I.
kind of am in charge of the shows visions: what it
looks.like,.how.the.process.of.rehearsal.and.stuff.
go,.and.I.got.to.cast.who.played.who..I.got.to.
pick the show and I am the one who got to pick
the creative team and the people that I was going
to.work.with..Like.I.had.an.idea.for.the.set.but.I.
work with a set designer to make that vision come
to.life..So.I.am.kind.of.the.visionary.of.the.project.
F: Why did you pick “How I Learned to Drive”?
B:.I.actually.picked.it.by.accident..I.was.looking.
at plays by female play writes when I was going
to apply to direct and I didn’t know many that I
would feel connected to and I found this one by
accident..I.read.the.synopsis.of.it.and.I.was.like,.
“Ew..This.is.the.weirdest.concept.I’ve.ever.heard.”.
And.so.I.read.it,.obviously,.because.it.made.me.
have.that.visceral.reaction..I.was.like.“I’m.going.
to.read.it.”.And.I.ended.up.reading.it.5.times.in.a.
row.because.I.kept.fi.nding.things.that.connected.
and.thing.that.made.me.go.“Oh.my.God”.and.
things.that.made.me.laugh..I.was.like.“How.is.this.
sad.story.making.me.laugh.so.much?”.I.was.like,.
“I.have.to.do.this.one”,.and.I.am.so.happy.I.did.
F: So what is it about?
B:.That.is.a.very.complicated.question..In.short,.
it.is.really.about.a.girl.named.Li’l.Bit.refl.ecting.
on.her.relationship.with.her.uncle,.that.started.

when she was 11 years old and grew and
developed and changed up until she was 18
years.old..And.refl.ecting.on.how.her.childhood.
and her relationship with him has impacted her
adulthood..She.had.a.very.dark.relationship.
with her uncle but there was a lot of light to it
as.well..Paula.Vogel.describes.this.play.as.the.
embodiment of the gift we get from the people
who.hurt.us..I.think.that.is.a.beautiful.way.to.put.it.
F: What does this play mean to you?
B:.In.the.conext.of.the.show.itself,.I.feel.like.a.
lot of women have a weird relationship with sex
and intimacy and things like that because of
the society that we grew up in and the way that
girls are raised to look at sex and think about
sex.and.who.we.should.be.having.sex.with..As.
a.woman,.I.related.to.that.and.this.show.deals.
with a lot of triggering topics like assault and
interfamilial.aggression,.and.manipulation..And.
I feel like there’s a lot of people that I know that
could.relate.to.that.from.my.life..But.from.an.
artist.point.of.view,.it.has.shown.me.a.different.
realm of theater that I haven’t been familiar
with,.ever..I.have.never.worked.with.a.show.in.
the.position.I.am.in,.a.director,.and.I.have.never.
worked.with.a.show.of.this.subject.matter..It.has.
really challenged me to kind of open my eyes
to.looking.at.things.that.seem.so.surface.level,.
surface.value.at.a.fi.rst.glance.and.fi.nding.the.
deeper.meanings.in.it..Like.Li’l.Bit’s.name,.in.itself.
has.so.much.depth.to.it..But.if.you.look.at.it.at.
face.value.it.just.a.weird.thing.to.call.your.kid..So,.
it’s challenged me in more ways than one and
I am just so in love with the story and hope this
isn’t.my.only.time.working.with.it..
F: How do you think it will impact the actors or
the audience?
B:.I.have.seen.how.it.impacts.the.actors..Seeing.
the way that they have connected with the
story.through.working.with.it..There.is.so.much.
beneath the surface that the actors needed to
explore,.and.I.as.a.director.needed.to.help.them.
fi.nd..It.was.such.an.interesting.process.seeing.
the.actors.go.from.the.beginning.shivering,.
and.being.grossed.out,.and.making.visceral.
comments towards what was happening on stage
to seeing how emotionally invested they became
in.the.story.and.telling.its.truth..I.think.the.
audience is going to have that same reaction to
the.synopsis.that.I.had.where.I.was.like,.“Ew,.this.
is.weird..Why.would.somebody.pick.this.show?”.
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And then leave the theater with a whole new
perspective with their relationships with other
people and their relationships with themselves
and how they view circumstances like this in
the future.
F: Do you think the school should be putting
on more Discovery Series?
B: Absolutely! Typically what happens with the
theater department is there are two student run
productions a year. But because of COVID- 19
and everything that happened with the arts and
theater, they weren’t sure what was going to
happen this year. So, they didn’t want to have two
productions that they put stuff aside for. They are
definitely going to be thinking of implementing
more Discovery Series productions into the
season in the future and if they are not thinking
about doing that, they totally should be.
F: What is the benefit of being a part of a
Discovery Series versus a regular show?
B: You get a little bit more freedom to make
decisions. In student run productions, you are
working amongst your peers, so the hierarchy
of “I’m your professor as well as your director”
isn’t really there. I am a fellow student learning
alongside you. It is a learning process for
everyone involved. It has been so absolutely
rewarding and enlightening to just get to
experience this without having somebody to
correct every mistake. We have had to correct our
own mistakes and make up for our forgetfulness
and things like that. Anything that went wrong
was on us and we had to be able to figure it out
and it has just made me learn so much more,
not that I didn’t have help. The faculty advisors
were there to make sure that show ruining
mistakes didn’t happen. But, being in a student
run production allows for a bit more flexibility for
error and more growth.
F: How does it feel to be the director of the
first Discovery Series to go big?
B: Scary. I know that the first thing the theater
faculty told me when they picked me was that
they have really high expectations and when I got
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picked, I cried. I didn’t think that I was ever going
to be taken seriously and it was just so cool to
get that letter. I counted down every single day
from April of last year to right now. Each step of
the process has been so intimidating but also
so exciting, because each thing I found out we
were getting for the first time was like another
nerve, but in a good and bad way. This is the first
time the Discovery Series has had a costume
designer and we had access to all of the lights in
the Black Box, so it’s the first time we have a fully
fleshed out light plan. Each step of the process
has just been more and more exciting hearing
“You’re getting a full set, you’re getting a costume
designer, you’re getting a playbill, you’re getting
photos, you’re getting an interview, you’re getting
this.” It was just so exciting to see a student
directed production being taken seriously and
knowing that it was this show and knowing how
much this cast, crew, and show means to me. I’m
happy that everybody is getting recognized in
the way they deserve to be recognized.
F: Why did you feel like you weren’t going to
be taken seriously?
B: I guess a lot of my own insecurities with
how my own artistic career has gone the last 4
years between the hurricanes, COVID, and my
disconnect from some of my classmates for so
long, I really felt like not many people in the
department knew who I was or knew the kind of
work that I was capable of doing.

F: What has been your biggest obstacle?
B: My biggest obstacle has been the text itself,
because there are a lot of moments in the show
that are really hard to get on stage in a way that
isn’t too raunchy but also protects the safety of
the actors. Ben Sota has been doing intimacy
work with us. He’s come in and he’s helped us
block the scenes that involve touch, that involve
more intimate elements, that involve physical
language that may not be something that the
actors are comfortable with, without somebody
guiding them through it. Those beats have been
the most challenging because it has been one
of my goals to ensure the safety of the actors
through the entire process.
F: Did you go into this knowing you wanted to
be a director in the future?
B: I didn’t! My biggest fear with being a director
was being jealous of the actors. I mean, I love
this story. A character like Li’l Bit would easily
go on my dream role list if I had approached
the show from a non-directorial perspective. I
have always had elements of myself that liked

to be in leadership positions and I think being a
communications major has also helped facilitate
that a little bit. But when I started the process, I
was nervous that I wasn’t going to be good at
it. I was like “I don’t have the attributes. I talk a
lot. I’m spazzy. I’m not going to be like a typical,
classically, trained director who goes by the
book and does this and does that.” I kind of
was all over the place, but in an organized way.
Organized chaos is what I like to call it. Through
this process, I have come to terms with the
fact that my strengths lie where directing puts
me. Whereas acting, I was feeling like I wasn’t
seeing the vision, I wasn’t understanding it, I
wasn’t connecting with the way certain directors
I worked with told me to do things. Being in this
position has made me recognize that this is kind
of where I thrive. It has just been so eye opening
because I have just been so disconnected from
theater for so long and then getting to direct
and feel this like for it again. I was like, “Ah! This
is what I was missing.” So, I definitely didn’t think
I was going to want to go into directing after
graduating, but now I can’t see myself stepping
away from it.

F: So what was the process of being picked to
be the director?
B: At the end of each year there is an application
that goes out. What you do is you fill it out, your
name, major, what show you’re picking, what
budget you think you are going to need, your
vision for it, how big your cast is going to be.
You basically write down your entire vision for
the show you picked. Then you send that to the
theater faculty and they have a meeting where
they read all the applications and discuss who’s
application seems the strongest, who met the
criteria academically, and also if the show is
going to fit into the season.
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F: You have mentioned some of the things in
there that are triggering and you wanted to
pick out a show that was important to you,
that connected to you. Do you think that this
show and other shows like this have given
the director, the people involved, and the
audience almost like a safe area to express
and heal from whatever traumatic moments
they have experienced?
B: Absolutely! I absolutely think that nurturing
safe spaces and exploring shows like this is
really important to help with the healing process
because it has helped me heal from a lot of things
that I have gone through in my life, and I’m not
even the one onstage experiencing these acts.
There is something so healing about being able
to take yourself out of your body and experience
those things but not as yourself. So it is not
like I am stepping on stage and experiencing
that relationship with my uncle. I am removing
myself from my body and experiencing that as
somebody else. So it’s very therapeutic and I
definitely think it has been a healing process for
the people involved. It kind of forces you to get
closer to the people you are working with and
understand them on a deeper level, because
being able to perform scenes like that with
another person, you kind of need to have trust
in one another and really have that connection
and that chemistry. Seeing the cast really care
about one another and look out for one another
and recognize when they need to pull back
and recognize when their partner needs help. It
really has been such a safe and healing space for
everyone involved. I hope that the actors feel that
way because I have felt that way.

movies, you like stories. If you like reading, you
like stories. It is just a different art form that I
definitely think people should open themselves
up a little bit more to and whatever precedence
they had about the Edwards theater or theater
kids here, they need to take a step back and
think about why they think of them that way. And
maybe just once go and see a show of your own
volition and see what it does for you. Because
it can really change how you look at the world
around you and this show has definitely done that
for me.
I had the opportunity to see this play twice: once
during the rehearsal to take photos, the other
during opening night. It was clear during the
rehearsal how much the cast had bonded and
respected Gee and how much she respected
them in return. I got to see them comfort each
other after hard scenes and dance together at
the end to unwind. The Discovery Series has
truly given students a space to grow in their art,
work together, and experience putting on a show
without the professionals. Their comfortability
in the space was obvious and working with just
other students seemed to heighten their comfort
and release tension. I was impressed and moved
by the show and behind-the-scenes action.
Without even being a part of the Discovery
Series, I was moved by it. It deserves more
recognition and a larger place at this University
so it can continue to grow.

F:Is there anything else you would like to add?
B: When people think of theater, they think of
“Hamilton”, they think of theater kids or the typical
Edwards kid, or they think of the cringy elements
of theater. But, if you really look at drama from
a new perspective and really allow yourself to
immerse yourself into the stories that you are
witnessing, people will be able to recognize
that there is so much more reality and truth in
these fictional shows than they think and they
can relate to the world that they see. Theater isn’t
just for actors or for other theater kids. Theater is
for anyone who likes stories. If you like watching
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“But a Book is only the Heart’s Portrait – every
Page a Pulse.”—Emily Dickinson
Mirroring is everywhere in literature. The
symbol of the mirror comes and goes—from our
childhood tales of heroes and villains to poems
like “Mirror” by Sylvia Plath. With the visual
image of mirroring in mind, we wanted to flesh
out the concept more, for other readers and
writers, who find reflections in everything from
the mundane light bouncing off Turtle Pond, to
the way their grandmother and mother share the
same freckles. The concept of mirroring, as well
as its use as a symbol in stories, allows for readers
to examine the characters they read about in a
deeper way, while simultaneously looking inward
at themselves. Reflection is done as an act of
understanding, but also as an act of growth. With
that, we had the pleasure of interviewing one of
our most beloved creative writing professors on
Coastal’s campus—Jess Richardson.

Richardson: I occupy a space in Edward’s usually,
Room 234 is my office, and a lot of my classes
are there but I bop around. Who I am, I guess,
a collection of experiences, with a chip on its
shoulder sometimes, and sometimes super
porous and embarrassingly pliant, I don’t know.
I’m a professor of creative writing, teaching
fiction. I used to do theater but I found my
way to fiction, I think through the experience
of getting to speak such profound words and
stories on stage and wanting to create more of
them for others.

R: Fiction is my primary area of focus, though I
dabble in the others, mostly poetry. But I just wrote
an essay, so I never know what I’m going to do.

An Interview on Mirroring with Jess Richardson
By Sage Short and Jennifer Terry.
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R: Some of the themes in my writing are
emotional contagion, how we spread, where our
boundaries are, groups, exclusion, and inclusion,
how that happens, and what the costs are of it
and the effects are of it.  One of the symbols

that repeats itself in my work is the mirror
actually. There’s also a lot of film, water, windows,
reflective surfaces, and theaters. Maybe because
books themselves are a kind of mirror, perhaps,
or you could think of their relationship between a
reader and a writer as a mirroring relationship, as
all relationships in a way are, right, that’s what we
do for each other, we hold up a mirror and allow
each other into that agreement and everyone
has a chance to see themselves a little better.  
Siblings come up for me a lot too–another mirror?
And since I’ve moved here, boats. We’re in this
climate fiction class right now, Sage is in it, and
that class directly grew out of my writing. More
and more over the past few years, not only boats
have appeared but I also lived through a really
intense tornado cluster in 2011 in Tuscaloosa,
then lots of hurricanes here, and so disaster in
general haunts my work. I get inspiration from
looking out my window and going on walks,
my fiction has sort of naturally veered more and
more toward the relationship between the human
and non human (or more than human) world.  
That directly influences my teaching because I
can’t figure this out alone, I need to come into
understanding with the larger world, and other
bright people in a room, or beside a pond, and
see what we all learn together that can funnel
back into my work or make an impact beyond our
classroom as we share harm reduction activities
with one another and envision local changes we
can make together. When it goes well, I can offer
some gems I find in my own expanding practice
back to the class, and it becomes another
mirroring relationship, actually.

R: I’ve been thinking about that a little bit and it
actually came up in class. We were reading Nikki
Giovanni’s “Allowables” and one of the students
noticed there was mirroring in that poem, with
auditory and visual mirrors of anaphora and the
poem definitely asks the reader to self-reflect
there at the end as the space between lines
increases. So that was an interesting way that
mirroring can literally appear in the words. In
the book that I’m writing, because emotional
contagion is one of the themes, the book
is actually about people taking pills to stop
empathy and medicate against other people’s
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emotions, so the book is about stopping
empathetic mirroring and what that would and
could or might mean. So I have to think about
the character’s gestures,  their interiority, the
minutiae of how they reflect or intentionally block
one another.  All three of the main characters
have escape narratives and they have inverse
outcomes. So the form, structure,  character arcs,
all of these can be mirrored and begin to mirror
their own content.

R: In the novel I mentioned, the street name for
this drug is sun pills, but the pharmaceutical
name is Parhelia, which is another name for a
sun dog. It’s like a reflection of the sun in ice in
the sky, so it’s a mirror of the sun and hopefully
doing the work of what the book is doing. I also
invoke Greek gods in the book, and I think in
a way Greek gods are a projected sky mirror.
They’re like– let’s put all our human emotions and
foibles on display and elevate them so we can
see ourselves magnified. There’s this amazing
essay by Simone Weil called “The Iliad as a
poem of force,” an essay I go back to and reread
every year, and that essay makes the argument
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that force is this deadening thing, literally and
figuratively, and the Iliad being the oldest book
in the western tradition is our lineage and maybe
that’s part of why conflict works the way it works
with an agent trying to enact their will and force
upon something. Is there a deadening result to
that? How does that manifest in our stories and in
our lives? The book kind of asks those questions
about the nature of conflict as well.

R: The Narcissus myth springs to mind, also very
old and impactful. I went back to my own short
stories after we talked initially and found one
where a pair of lovers accidentally imprint each
other’s chests with images of trees! And I found
one called “Smoke Paper Glass” which was a
children’s-ish story about a tiger that lives in a
tree of glass and has to constantly look at himself
and it startles him and he accidentally breaks the
glass all the time. His father tries to teach him
courage by putting on a lion mask. Yasu inspired
this because there’s a tradition of lion mask
ceremonies in China and Japan, and he learned
how to perform the traditional lion’s dance. We
want to write a grant together to go and learn
more variations on the tradition and maybe write

a book about courage and masks together. The
lion dance’s central idea is that when you wear
the mask of the scariest thing you can scare away
what you’re afraid of by embodying it.

R: Yasu, for sure. See above, ha.  I get inspired
by fairy tales and folk tales, oral traditions and
storytelling, poetry, environmental and science
writing, flora and fauna, music, dreams, visual art,
dance, and creeping on people in coffee shops.
Novels of course. Too many to name. My friends,
my colleagues, my students.  

in what they’re reading but allows enough
spaciousness that they can see themselves, that
they can look into the story or the speaker’s
experience and see some shred of evidence of
their own undercurrent.
Like Dickinson, we are all out with lanterns,
looking for ourselves. We examine all our
inner workings, from the leaves of our highest
achievements to the roots of our beginnings,
hoping to find the best place for sunlight. We are
all members of the same forest, light bouncing
from tree limb to tree limb.  We encourage you
to look for mirrors and to search for the pulse
of roots under trees. In “When I Am Among the
Trees”, Mary Oliver says:
“Around me the trees stir in their leaves

R: It depends on the writer. Because it would
need to be authentic for them and the way they
write. But in a broad sense, I would say coming
at it slant when you can and thinking of ways
that are less obvious, thinking of the form and
structure, thinking of not just physical mirrors,
what else is there that’s reflective and the ways
they can populate a call and response of images
and echoes. But I think the real center of it is that
reader-writer relationship, getting that balance
right of creating something that is specific
enough that a reader can ground themselves

and call out, ‘Stay awhile.’
The light flows from their branches.
And they call again, ‘It’s simple,’ they say,
‘and you too have come
into the world to do this, to go easy, to be filled
with light, and to shine.’”
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The Double Mask of Theatre
By Sage Short and Sarah McGonigle
In order to gain a critical understanding of theatre
and the theoretical approaches to appreciate it,
we reached out to two Coastal Professors, Amanda
Masterpaul and Dr. Tripthi Pillai.
Amanda Masterpaul has dual roles at the
university.(or.you.could.say.with.Coastal)..She.is.
a Lecturer in the Women’s and Gender Studies
Program,.and.currently.a.Teaching.Associate.in.
the.Theatre.Department,.where.she.teaches.
applied.theatre..She’s.a.participatory.theatre..
artist,.community.activist,.and...serves..on.the.
Human Rights Commission for the City of Myrtle
Beach,.and.on.the.DEI.Council.for.the.Myrtle.
Beach.Area.Chamber.of.Commerce..She.is.
a.community.organizer.working.with.various.
organizations.including.Grand.Strand.Action.
Together,.as.well.as.an.independent.consultant,.
and an educator who occupies academic spaces
very.often..
Short: What do you focus your research on?
Masterpaul: My research is heavily focused on
marginalized.and.minoritized.people.and.their.
pursuit.of.liberation.and.freedom..I.think.that.
just.encapsulates.all.the.sectors,.it’s.like.the.
core.through-line,.whether.it’s.artistic.practice.
or.feminist.practice,.it’s.centered.in.liberating.the.
stories,.experiences,.desires,.hopes,.visions,.and.
strategies.for.marginalized.and.minoritized.people.

S: What is Theatre of the Oppressed?
M:.Theatre.of.the.Oppressed.was.also.created.in.
Brazil.by.Augusto.Boal.in.the.1960s/70s..Theatre.
of.the.Oppressed.is.a.series.of.techniques.used.
as a medium for instigating social and political
emancipation..So,.over.the.years.it’s.taken.a.
lot.of.different.iterations..Its.primary.focus.is.a.
rehearsal.for.revolution..It’s.meant.to.use.theatre,.
artistic.and.free.expression,.image.theatre,.forum.
theatre,.newspaper.theatre,.rainbow.of.desire,.
all.of.these.different.techniques,.as.a.way.to.
undermine.the.status.quo.but.also.to.achieve.
and.activate.liberation.on.a.social,.political,.and.
economic.level...
S: How do you go about teaching theatre with
such a modern gender-studies and theoryheavy approach?
M:.Mainstream/traditional.theatre.can.be.
entertainment,.a.form.of.escape,.it’s.a.theatre.
designed for contemplation but this is a theatre
that is based in scholarship and theory because
it’s rooted and centered in the lived experiences
of the people who are actually participating
in.the.theatrical.process..I.think.in.order.for.
you.to.be.a.skilled.Theatre.of.the.Oppressed.
practitioner,.you.have.to.have.that.kind.of.
scholarly and worldly understanding in order
to engage with communities of difference to
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mobilize people in the process. So, it is very
theory-driven. In regards to having a modernday WGST or feminist approach, we’re looking
at things through an intersectional lens. So,
when you’re doing, for example, forum theatre
or image theatre with a community of people
who are experiencing racism on a daily basis or
experiencing impacts of sexism, or heterosexism
on a daily basis, you must have some theoretical
and contextual understanding of those forms of
domination in order to effectively engage but
also to give them the tools to liberate and to
achieve for themselves. Because this work takes
a lot of responsibility, you could do harm if you
are not equipped with the understanding of the
impact and multifaceted nature of oppression. It’s
theatre for the people, by the people.
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S: How do we navigate theatre as a place that
has been oppressed and the oppressor?
M; It’s interesting, when Theatre of the
Oppressed first began, it was inspired by Brecht
and Brechtian principles of breaking these
traditional theatrical norms. Theatre of the
Oppressed and applied theatre, in general, is
almost a rejection of traditional theatre in a lot
of ways. Theatre of the Oppressed at its heart, is
strategically set up to empower and embolden
disenfranchised people and communities.  It’s
designed to engage in dialogue, and that is one
of the conditions of Theatre of the Oppressed
is to restore dialogue. And so when you think
about traditional theatre, when you go and
see a play, Augusto Boal used to say it was the
language of the oppressor because the actor

had emboldened someone to speak on your
behalfthrough a monologue or a soliloquy. But
Theatre of the Oppressed is presented with the
goal of having people destroy the theatrical
process to reinvent and recreate it so it’s
responsive, flexing, carefully crafted, centering
anti-oppression as a more democratic process.

process, interact with, or intervene alongside. In
Theatre of the Oppressed, you can challenge and
contribute, so there is collateral benefit from
that process.

S: Marginalized bodies are often those who
entertain a crowd. How do we deal with the
consequences (positive/negative) of fictional
characters taking on aspects of life that would
be ridiculed in reality?

M: Theatre of the Oppressed was set up to be
a radical act. And yet, we must also name that
Theatre of the Oppressed, like many genres,
has become commodified and commercialized.
I believe that Theatre of the Oppressed is
most radical when it aligns with social justice
movements. It’s most radical when it’s not about
the theatre convention itself, but how those
techniques and practices reinforce and support
grassroots organizing, community strategy
meetings, policy-making, and is conjoined with
social justice.

M: One of the core principles of Theatre of the
Oppressed is to restore and dignify humanity. It
is meant to humanize humanity. With that being
a principle, one of the primary objectives is to
show the complexities and contradictions within
us. So, we lean into the fact that no oppressor
is all evil. No protagonist is all good. Allies have
contradictions where they want to do something
and be of service, but there are conflicts. There
are risks and stakes involved in doing the right
thing. We might have to make sacrifices and we
might have to put our bodies, and ourselves on
the line. So in regards to marginalized bodies,
and this inclination for ridicule, because the
work is not centered in stereotype or archetype,
it’s really about digging deep into a more lived
reality of the human condition and experience.
Now, what I will say is that in image theatre or
newspaper theatre, we may create evocative
characters with abstraction or heightened
realism, because we’re creative, expressive
beings.  If we expand the notions and depictions
of humanity, it will sink deeper into our heart
and impact us in a meaningful way.  In those
moments, I think that we need to understand
allegory and metaphor which offers us a lens
to analyze and reflect. It’s very different than
when you might see that type of character or
depiction and are not offered the opportunity to

S: Are there any ways theatre today engages
with radicalism? How?

To look deeper into the practice of theatre and
to further facilitate defining its impact on culture
and academia’s adoption of it, we reached out
to Dr. Tripthi Pillai for some of her Shakespearian
wisdom. Dr.Pillai is an associate professor in
the English department and teaches within the
Women’s and Gender Studies, the Asian studies
and the Film studies programs. Her areas of
expertise are within literature, Shakespeare,
renaissance drama, critical theory, cultural studies,
and film studies. She is also the director of the
Quality Enhancement Plan for Coastal.
McGonigle: What do you focus your research on?
Pillai: In terms of theoretical approaches, I am
a material cultural feminist. So that’s what I
look at mostly, I also consider that umbrella to
occupy a lot of other spaces like things that are
contemporary in society like gender, race and
ethnicity, inclusion and exclusion, all fall under my
theoretical interests.
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M: Can you try and define material cultural
feminist theory?
P: I suppose there are theories, so it’s several
stages and phases in feminism that have
been theorized. I would say I occupy a more
comfortable third-wave and post-third-wave
feminist theoretical approach. Feminist theory,
not very removed from feminist practice,
is embedded in thinking how there can be
gender equity. That is the basic, lowest common
denominator in all feminist practice and activity:
what kind of gender inequities do we identify
and how the gender equities and inequalities
are embedded in  other social, cultural,
economic, and political practices. So in a very
basic and simplistic way, feminism focuses on
how social equities can be achieved across
multiple demographics or peoples. That is a
very basic definition. There are many differences
between Western and non-Western practices of
feminism. There’s a lot more grass-roots focus
in non-Western environments, which feminist
theory in the West does not attend to. Feminist
theory in the West found its roots, perhaps, in
social and practical contexts. But, as theory, it
became quickly embedded in academic cultures.
So, that’s one of the basic or fundamental
distinctions that we can make between Western
and non-Western practices of feminism. The
theory and practical connection in non-Western
environments is much greater than it has to be in
the West.
M: How do you go about teaching Shakespeare
with such a modern gender-studies and theoryheavy approach? How do you translate that to
college students in an understandable way?
P: Especially because there is a sort of baggage
that is attached to things that are not considered
modern or contemporary, the primary challenge
I face is to cut out that barrier, to make people
understand, students or even general members
of the community, that how we have divided
periods of time is also arbitrary. Like what makes
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“X” modern and “Y” postmodern is academic
and very often a professional timeline that we
are cutting, which is not necessarily an organic
one. So, that’s the first thing I do say about
Shakespeare studies or about any theoretical
phenomenon: that we can’t make these hardand-fast rules that are arbitrarily imposed on
texts and expect them to be common-sensically
accepted. So once that barrier is crossed, the
next step I take, usually, is to point to relevance.
In the context of relevance I think it’s important to
understand that Shakespeare is like a litmus test
that we can run on anything. If you have an idea
or theory, Shakespeare can be a really good testdrive situation where you can test your theories
out. And if that idea floats, if it’s successful in your
experiment with Shakespeare, it’s likely that the
idea will be successful everywhere else. I think
that makes Shakespeare’s texts quite useful in
and of themselves. Another thing I do to make
that relevance aspect transparent to students,
or to readers and viewers of Shakespeare, is
focus on a sort-of shared authorial responsibility.
I have said to many students that I don’t care if
Shakespeare wrote these plays or poems or how
great of a genius Shakespeare was or original he
was. What I do care about is how we can use the
texts to interpret our lives and our environment,
and that final aspect of using Shakespearian
texts as a sort of collaborative, contemplative
lens through which we can analyze our own life
practices, our own cultural phenomena, and ways
of thinking and being. It makes Shakespeare, I
think, especially powerful as a critical lens or a
critical tool.
M: How do we navigate theatre as a place that
has been oppressed and has been the oppressor?
P: That’s a great question, and I will answer it
by probably challenging some of its premises.
Theatre was not a highfalutin place. Theatre
has always been around. It was one of the
earliest forms of entertainment, and it was
mass entertainment so people did not have

to be educated, they did not have to be highculture in order to participate in theatrical
environments within which they found stories and
they experienced a life that wasn’t necessarily
their own but found a way to connect to it. It’s
only with a sort-of consumerist society, with a
fetishizationof art, that certain art forms have
been elevated to be high-culture, and theatre has
been one of the victims of that monetization. So,
it is important for us to remember that theatre did
not really say, “and this is where the oppressors
get together”, but rather economic systems made
that possible for it to develop as an exclusive
category of entertainment that could only be
affordable to a few. Recognizing this history of
theatre is important. Recognizing that theatre
was one of the first places where a lot of radical
activism took place enables us to think that it
is the place for grassroots action: for people of
every neck of the woods to show up, watch what’s
going on, and make of that story what they will.
That is a vibrantly dynamic environment which
does not necessarily support oppressive systems.
Theatre can be used to propagate ideologies,
and a lot of times it has been. I would think
theatre by nature of its dynamism requires the
audience to participate in shaping the story being
shared on stage. It’s inevitable that the audience
will participate to some degree in the action
that’s transpiring on stage, the nature of that
engagement is communal and forges a shared
environment of creativity. That, I would say, is a
primary ingredient needed for transformative art.
By the nature of its dynamic and the environment
that enables theatre to be itself, it facilitates
inquiry, conversations, and shared articulations
of what is going on in the story. That communal
practice is the framework of any form of subaltern
or underrepresented peoples’ expression. So,
for me, all theatre has the potential for being the
theatre of the oppressed. However, ‘theatre of
the oppressed’ has an academic context to it and
theatre has not always been an academic thing, it
has been made into one.

M: How was Shakespeare at the time a radical
himself compared to how we identify radicalism
now? How was he a deviant?
P: Biographically, the answer is yes and no
because there is so much up for debate about
Shakespeare as an individual, or as a character.
He did not write too many “original plays” or
compose “original stories”, but he adapted
them and made them his own. That’s not radical
innovation according to modern standards, so
what we call authentic and original would not
be applied to him in the context of his writing.
In so far as his work stretches our ideas of genre
or the seeming polarizations of principles such
as good and evil or identities and boundaries of
men and women, adult and child, he did some
seriously radical work. We can’t engage with a
single Shakespearean text without asking one or
more of these questions: What does it mean to
be feminine or masculine? What does it mean
for there to be pleasure in sexual inactivity? Is
pleasure or pain connected to sexual activity?
As we read or watch or listen to his texts, we
recognize how challenging ideologies is the
conceptual basis of his work–which makes him
extremely radical, I think. I don’t know enough,
nor can we know enough, about his personality
for us to make a claim about what his religious or
political stances were. What we have are his texts
and what we have is the ability to extrapolate
some information from it. At a time when toxic
anti-Semitism was predominant in the West, he
wrote a play about Jewish peoples’ experiences,
a play in which we can’t really support Christian
ideology without feeling extreme dis-ease and
uneasiness. That’s pretty radical, especially
given the time he was writing “The Merchant of
Venice”. Similarly, at a time when whiteness was
the default for everything virtuous and moral, he
presented us in the play, Othello, with a character
who questions what is white identity, what are
the privileges attached to it, and how white
identity is a construction shaped by extreme
deception and even self-deception. That is
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radical.specifi.cally.because.Shakespeare.himself.
was a white person writing for a dominantly white
society.that.found.it.easier.to.shun.the.racialized.
Other.than.to.scrutinize.its.own.processes.of.
identity.construction..In.a.deeply.patriarchal.
society,.he.presents.us.with.multiple.characters.
who.question.the.validity.of.patriarchy.and.in.
their.actions.dismantle.it,.be.it.through.comedy.
or.tragedy..Attention.to.his.work.shows.us.that.
Shakespeare’s.work.is.radical..It.is.also.what.we.
do with Shakespeare’s works that makes him
radical..We.have.to.continually.mine.these.works.
to make them radical for our times because every
period has a different need for and perception
of.radical..
M: Is there anything you would like to add/you
think is important to the piece?
P: We have to resist the common practice of
accepting hierarchies of value when it comes to
what.is.worth.studying,.what.is.worth.emulating,.
and what is worth reproducing as culture and
art..So,.in.the.context.of.art:.What.gets.to.be.
performed?.What.gets.to.be.called.art,.or.
high-art?.What.gets.to.be.called.radical?.All.of.
that..We.owe.it.to.ourselves.to.stay.more.fl.uid.
than.that..Only.then.can.we.actually.do.things.
that are interesting and useful to a diverse
body.of.people..I.hope.and.I.think.this.is.the.
reason Shakespeare has stayed on and thrived
in.environments.rife.with.cancel.culture..Be.it.
censorship.(Shakespeare’s.works.have.been.
censored.far.and.wide,.in.his.lifetime.and.even.
in.the.present),.be.it.beheading.(that.was.cancel.
culture.in.Shakespeare’s.time),.the.work.has.
survived..Shakespeare’s.works.have.lingered.
because.of.their.specifi.c.ability.to.slip.through.
the crevices of the hierarchies of imposed
cultural.value..They.have.remained.interesting.
across multiple spectrums of social and cultural
experience..We.teach.Shakespeare.in.prison.
and.we.teach.Shakespear.at.Yale,.and.that’s.not.
to say Yale people don’t go to prison or those
in.prison.can’t.go.to.Yale..But.it.is.to.say.the..
study of Shakespeare is interesting in seemingly
disparate.spaces.and.locations..Theatre.has.
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always.been.attached.to.what.we.need,.and.all.
we need for theatre to be is people–because
people will come up with stories and their stories
will either linger through time or they will keep
shifting..I.hope.we.will.share.through.our.analysis.
and engagement our ability to tell stories that
resonate.and.are.culturally.critical.to.share..
That’s more critical to Shakespeare studies than
constructing.a.hierarchy.of.literary,.cultural,.or.
academic value for what we call Shakespeare
Studies..The.other.thing.I.would.say.is.that.
for feminism to be truly embraced in diverse
cultures,.contexts,.and.environments.we.need.
to understand that it’s not an insular monolithic
practice..Like.how.we.say.we.“bleed.teal”,.right?.
In.some.ways,.living.the.theory.and.living.the.
practice means there is a similar seepage among
the.experiences.we.inhabit..So,.you.go.to.Food.
Lion.to.buy.milk,.you’re.a..feminist..You.go.to.
write.your.article,.you’re.a.feminist..You.go.to.
class,.you’re.a.feminist..You.go.to.eat.dinner,.
you’re.a.feminist..These.environments.bring.
out different attributes and aspects of how
your feminism and your feminist practice might
manifest..These.are.fully.embodied.theories.and.
practices in which I hope will be another thing we
can.communicate..You.can’t.switch.these.ways.of.
living.and.being.on.and.off.as.per.needed..So,.I.
hope that we can come to understand that this is
not.purely.an.elite.or.academic.practice.or.theory..
It.is.something.we.do,.just.like.we.breathe.
In explaining the experiences of how theatre
contributes to and frees us from oppression in
theory and in practice, it is evident that the artform
does much more than offer show tunes or the
adage of the “theatre kid”. Theatre is more than
a performance art; it is activism in action, from
its composition on the page to its enactment on
stage. That stage can be in the actual theatre
or on the street…performance and theatre are
everywhere, just as oppression is, just as the
opportunity for justice and action is.
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Studio Ghibli’s Howl’s Moving Castle is.no.fi.lm.

comes to Sophie’s rescue while on the run from

for.the.passive.spectator..Rather,.it.is.one.fully.

vengeful.henchmen.(a.frequent.activity.of.his)..

equipt.to.affect.you.in.the.experience.of.it.alone..

This interaction between our two main characters

Loosely based on the novel by Diana Wynne

sparks severe jealousy on the part of The Wicked

Jones,.director.Hayao.Miyazaki.takes.distinctively.

Witch.of.the.Waste,.one.of.Howl’s.previous.lovers..

Miyazaki.liberties.with.the.storyline.that.are.

A hex is soon placed over Sophie that robs her of

characteristic.of.all.his.other.animated.pictures,.

her.youth.and.beauty..Left.old.and.hunchbacked,.

including Spirited Away, Princess Mononoke,.and.

Sophie is left with no choice but to abandon

My Neighbor Totoro..In.the.fi.lm,.we.follow.Sophie.

her.home,.family,.and.job.for.the.wastelands.in.

Hatter,.a.young.and.ordinary.hatmaker,.along.her.

hopes.of.breaking.the.curse..True,.soulful.love,.

journey into the wastes to break a horrid spell

irrespective.of.appearances,.possessions,.and.

recently.cast.upon.her..We.meet.the.infamous.

status.should.be.the.undoing.of.it.all,.shouldn’t.it?.

and.allusive.wizard,.Howl,.who.seems.to.be.under.

She.sets.out.in.the.midst.of.a.strange,.but.swiftly.

a.curse.of.his.own.despite.his.incredible.powers..

brewing.war.to.see.for.herself.

Calcifer.(Howl’s.fi.re-demon.best.friend).and.Markl.
(Howl’s.orphaned.apprentice).join.the.journey.
with.dilemmas.of.their.own..The.fi.lm.teems.
with.themes.of.love.and.loss,.war.and.peace,.
beauty.and.ugliness,.freedom.and.bondage,.
and.blood.and.family..Both.Sophie.and.Howl’s.
paths become entwined together to the point

The Antithesis of
Howl’’s Moving Castle
By Rakaia Geddes

of.no.return,.and.their.navigation.through.their.
war-stricken,.magic-affl.icted,.unforgiving.world.
becomes.our.next.two.hours.

In.light.of.Russia’s.recent.attack.on.Ukraine,.
Howl’s Moving Castle’s.strong.anti-war.theme.
could.not.be.more.pertinent.to.current.events..
There.is.a.remarkable.obscurity.to.the.fi.lm’s.
external.confl.ict,.and.the.viewer.is.left.with.no.
information regarding the war’s inception or
implications other than the hushed mention of
the.neighboring.kingdom’s.prince.being.missing..
This.vagueness,.in.turn,.aids.in.developing.
this.message..Without.any.reason.or.justifying.

Howl’s Moving Castle begs.the.question,.what.

evidence,.all.we.see.are.the.horrors.of.war:.

do you know of love? We learn at the very start

burning.cities,.civilians.terrifi.ed.and.evacuating.

that.Howl.possesses.no.heart..His.heartlessness.

their.homes,.and.people.transforming.into.

inevitably leads to the rumors surrounding

monsters.in.its.name..

his.wickedness.by.townsfolk..Strangely,.Howl.
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“Nobody.wants.to.go.to.war,”.Sophie.hears.

human..No.matter.how.obsessed.Howl.may.be.

These.confl.icting.aspects.display.just.how.deeply.

to.his.own,.and.neither.he.or.she.can.speak.of.the.

spoken.in.the.street..But.is.this.really.the.case?.

with.his.appearance,.monstrosity.lies.beneath.his.

we,.as.people,.are.contradictory.creatures..

details.surrounding.them..We.know.simply.that.

Those.in.power,.or.those.least.likely.to.deal.with.

handsome.exterior.

Perhaps.there.is.bravery.alive.in.cowardice,.and.

he.forfeited.his.heart.to.a.demon.long.ago,.and.

it.needs.just.to.be.awakened..If.both.Sophie.and.

that Howl and Calcifer are inextricably bound to

Howl.fall.in.love.with.one.another,.they.must.

each.other.

the.brunt.of.battle,.can.be.eager.to.wage.them..
One.of.Howl’s.Moving.Castle’s.kings.appears.to.
view the war as no more than a game with which
he.might.use.his.fi.ghting.toys.and.strategies,.
battleships.and.planes,.and.commissioned.
witches.and.wizards.to.‘win’..But.can.war.have.
a.winner?.Madame.Suliman,.his.majesty’s.royal.
sorceress,.is.far.too.bent.on.capturing.and.
subduing Howl’s magical prowess to use her
powers.for.anything.good..Who.pays.the.dearest.
price.of.war?.Where.is.the.triumph,.the.proud.
pomp.and.circumstance,.to.be.found?.War.
takes.its.toll.on.the.best.of.warriors,.even.Howl..
If change doesn’t come soon and if he keeps
sinking.into.his.warrior.form,.he.risks.being.
unable.to.transform.back..Howl’s.curse,.his.own.
dark.side,.will.leave.him.something.no.longer.

The.fi.lm’s.juxtaposition.of.both.the.beautiful.
and.the.hideous.establishes.fi.ne.nuance.and.
complexity in the characters and aesthetic of the
work..Howl’s.character.overfl.ows.with.fault.and.

see beyond the ugliness that lies either on the
outside.or.on.the.inside.

The.problems,.ill-will,.and.abandonment.that.
arise.between.blood.relations.in.the.fi.lm.make.

praise..He.is.selfi.sh,.impulsive,.vain,.and.cowardly.

The.question.of.where.loveliness.truly.lies.

the.viewer.question.what.truly.defi.nes.family..

while.simultaneously.being.self-sacrifi.cing,.

is posed throughout the masterpiece while

Through.their.character.development,.Sophie,.

caring,.and.brave..His.home.is.both.bizarre.and.

everyone.fi.ghts.in.their.own.ways.for.their.

Howl,.Markl,.and.others.form.bonds.deeper.

amazing..As.if.a.heap.of.junkyard.trash.became.

freedom..To.what.extent.would.you.fi.ght.for.

than.with.those.they.were.granted.by.birth..Each.

enchanted,.his.unsightly.castle.walks.on.feet..It.

yours?.Howl.has.indeed.been.cowardly..He.has.

fi.ghting.their.own.inner.demons.and.curses,.

traverses the gleaming landscapes and crystal

chosen.to.make.up.aliases.in.order.to.fi.ght.off.

they.forge.a.family.of.their.own..Their.love.and.

lakes all while Joe Hisaishi’s stunning soundtrack

being commissioned for war and runs from his

sacrifi.ces.inspire.reverence.

plays.in.the.background..In.Sophie’s.case,.she.is.a.

haunted.past.of.enemies.and.lovers.alike..He.

dutiful.and.kind.girl.but.wears.plain,.unattractive.

admits.this.himself:.“I’m.such.a.big.coward..All.

clothing.and.rarely.speaks.her.mind..City.revelers.

I.do.is.hide..And.all.of.this.magic.is.just.to.keep.

wear.bright.pastels,.shining.jewels,.and.makeup.

everybody.away..I.can’t.stand.how.scared.I.am.”.

while.Sophie.remains.wistful.in.a.plain.straw.hat..

At.Calcifer’s.command,.Howl’s.Castle.runs.as.far.
from.dischord.and.responsibility.as.possible..But.

The imaginative genius present in this Ghibli
fi.lm.is.truly.one-of-a-kind..The.story.owns.its.
strange and propels its consumer toward honor
and.integrity.with.each.scene,.quite.literally,.
drawn.to.life.

there is now Sophie’s curse to break in addition
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The Time I Married Harry Styles!
By Rylee Davidson

The year was 2014. I was fresh into middle school

Wattpad were extremely dominant, impractical, and

and a hardcore Directioner (pre their tragic 2015

some even involved coersion. This created a false

break up) and as many young fan girls did, I spent

image in young readers, like me, as to what sex

hours reading (and regrettably writing) One

really is for most people.

Direction fan fictions. Fan fictions are fictitious short
stories or novels written by a fan featuring people
and phenomena from pop culture.

to some, it also allowed for the sexual discovery
of others. At least two of the twenty readers who

As a lonely teen I turned to Wattpad fan fiction

responded to my survey explained that through

as an escape, an alternate universe where I could

fan fiction they discovered their sexuality. In a

have friends, go on adventures, actually date Harry

quote one reader said, “Although it exposed me to

Styles, and go on tour with the band. Once One

sexual content that I wish I wouldn’t have seen at

Direction broke up while I was in high school, my

such a young age it absolutely helped me discover

sister downloaded Wattpad too. The online reading

and be comfortable with my sexuality early on.”

platform allowed us to read and publish novels

Lindsay Mixer, a scholar at Humbolt State University

regarding millions of topics. That was when I actually

said in her thesis titled “And Then They Boned:

comprehended what the app had exposed me to.

An Analysis Of Fan Ficiton And Its Influence On

Through fan fiction, I had access to other worlds

Sexual Development”:

where I had the ability to communicate with fellow

“The fics I gravitated towards involved characters

readers who had similar interests. Although, through

tagged as bisexual, in multiple relationships, with

using unregulated, published, online content, I

storylines that did not center around romance.

was exposed to unhealthy relationships, unrealistic

In fanfiction, a character can be rewritten as any

beauty standards, and unregulated sexual content

identity the fanfiction writer wishes them to be…

(sorry mom) all at a young age, in which I was

The access to stories with such wide ranges of

extremely impressionable.

genders and sexualities allows fanfiction readers

While authors usually put warnings for sexual
content, like many young readers, I continued past
the warning signs. In a poll I conducted on twenty
other young fan fiction readers, 70% felt as though
they were exposed to mature sexual content at a
32

Although this introduction to sex can be negative

young age. Many of the sexual scenes in stories on

and writers a chance to learn about themselves in
an equally wide range of ways. Combined with the
Internet’s ease of access, and with the possibilities
of writing about situations such as attraction, the
ins and outs of relationships, and kinks and sexual
interests, fanfiction has become a psychosocial
33

moratorium, where one can play with no fear of

I was personally faced with self -image issues from

consequence.”

fan fiction, it would be a lie. As a nearly six-foot-tall,

This evidence from Mixer’s thesis only goes to prove
how the publication and easy access to fan fiction
allows for the exploration of sexuality through a
platform that also allows readers to communicate
and discuss with those of similar communities.
While identities were celebrated, there were
also instances where violence against them was
romanticized. In some of the popular genres,
such as the mafia genre, women were used as
pawns. Women were sold, kidnapped, and in
more traditional novels, placed in overall toxic
relationships that were idolized in these novels. In
a quote from another Wattpad user, they stated, “I
would say it created an image of what relationships
are and that toxic relationships are okay because in
the fan fiction they were viewed as attractive.” This
being said, not every novel or genre included this
trope. It was certainly prevalent and can now be
viewed as an example as to what to avoid
in a relationship.
I’m not sure about other fan fiction readers, but
it seemed as though every main character was a
five-foot-two petite girl with curves in all the right
places, and who loved to tie her honey-blonde,
wavy hair into a messy bun. When asked about if
and how fan fiction caused self image issues in my
poll, a fellow fan fiction reader said, “Authors portray
many of their characters to look so perfect, and
have these interesting personalities, and reading
this constantly made me wonder why I am not like

fifteen-year-old, I never quite fit into the criteria
normal Wattpad writers portrayed their characters to
be. I was awkward, had a small group of friends, had
no boys fawning over me, and was taller than most
of them. Though I struggled with insecurities, and
my high school experience was not exactly the kind
a fan fiction would be written after, I never let any
unrealistic themes hold me back from making the
most of my experiences.
Although fan fiction may have exposed readers to
explicit sexual content, unrealistic beauty standards,
and unhealthy relationships, I will always value
the memories I had connecting with other fans, as
well as reading and writing books that allowed me
an escape from the outside world. As mentioned
earlier, my younger sister began reading on
Wattpad too, resulting in bringing us closer together
and sharing lots of book recommendations. She
even went on to write on Wattpad. One of her books
reached 929k reads (proud big sister moment)! As a
now nineteen-year-old college student, I understand
just how unrealistic fan fictions truly are. If they
were real, I’d be married to Harry Styles and One
Direction would still be together. Instead, I’m forced
to act my age. Although it is up to each reader to
choose how what they read affects them it becomes
hard to separate truth from fiction when so many of
the same themes become reoccurring; it is hard to
separate truth from fiction. At the end of the day, it is
up to each reader to comprehend that fan fiction is
just that: fiction.

those characters, it made me criticize my looks a lot.
Fan fiction also made me wonder why people aren’t
as interested in me as they are those characters.”
As much as I wish I could say I never felt as though
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How Hollywood Convinced Us That ‘Girly’ Girls
Are Not to be Trusted

‘Girly’.girls.in.media—who.comes.to.mind?.Regina.

opposite.perspective..As.popular,.rich.girls,.Cher.

George from Mean Girls,.Sharpay.Evans.from.

and Dionne welcome new student Tai into their

High School Musical,.Cher.from.Clueless? There

clique,.Tai.changes.her.off-beat.style.to.appear.

is perhaps no bigger perpetuator of the hatred

as.a.Valley.Girl.and.fi.t.in.better.with.her.new.Los.

of.teenage.girls.than.Hollywood..Anything.pink,.

Angeles.high.school.clique..Tai’s.transformation.

trendy,.and.aesthetically.feminine.is.frowned.

simultaneously causes her to become more cruel

upon.and.is.used.to.identify.specifi.c.characters.

than.Cher.or.Dionne.were.ever.perceived,.even.

as.villains..It.is.a.constant.trope.in.cult.classic.teen.

on.a.surface.level..Cher.realizes.her.plan.to.‘make.

fi.lms.from.the.1980s.and.beyond—every.movie.

over’.the.new.girl.has.completely.backfi.red.and.

from 10 Things I Hate About You to Aquamarine.

she.has.created.a.monster.in.her.own.image..

The.teens.are.characterized.as.cruel,.vain,.and.

While.both.these.plots.lead.to.a.resolution,.they.

oblivious.to.the.emotions.of.those.around.them..

are only achieved when the characters put aside

These characters are women who at one point or

their.feminine.interests..

another,.struggle.with.internalized.misogyny.

A.cult.classic.teen.fi.lm.that.does.a.great.job.of.

Characters’ descent into feminine interests

dismantling this trope is 1985’s The Breakfast

coincides.with.their.ascent.into.villainy..This.is.

Club,.directed.by.John.Hughes..Hughes’.fi.lms.are.

a formula explored in both Clueless and Mean

arguably the most introspective into the teenage

Girls..In Mean Girls,.Cady.infi.ltrates.the.trio.of.

experience,.embodying.the.pains.and.joys.of.

the most popular girls at her high school to get

growing.up.in.a.way.that.has.touched.genera-

revenge.for.Janis,.the.fi.rst.genuine.friend.she.has.

tions..Claire,.played.by.the.80s-teen-queen.Molly.

made after moving to the suburban United States

Ringwald,.is.perceived.by.the.other.students.

from.Africa..As.she.spends.more.time.around.

at.Saturday.detention.as.self-absorbed,.mate-

the.popular.girls,.‘The.Plastics’,.Cady.becomes.

rialistic,.and.judgmental..During.an.emotional.

consumed.with.herself,.with.no.regard.for.others..

scene.late.in.the.fi.lm,.the.characters.share.their.

Once.she.realizes.her.fault,.she.takes.matters.

deepest.fears.and.insecurities.with.each.other..

into.her.own.hands.to.repair.her.relationships..

Claire reveals that she does not enjoy being in

This is a similar plot seen in Clueless,.but.from.an.

her popular group of friends and wishes to be

By Ava Costa
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more.independent..Claire.may.be.one.of.the.

makeup,.the.more.unique.we.can.appear.to.men..

best examples of breaking down and showing

It.is.a.subsequent.belief.that.stems.from.a.hatred.

a feminine character as incredibly in touch with

of.‘basic’.or.feminine.things.and.actions.There.is.a.

her.emotions.and.reality..These.characters.do.

set.of.toxic.beliefs.surrounding.femininity.and.tra-

not.often.get.the.chance.to.redeem.themselves..

ditional.feminine.interests,.or.at.least.what.society.

Despite The Breakfast Club being released prior

perceives them to be; women have been shamed

to.many.cult.classic.teen.fi.lms,.Hughes’.message.

out.of.expressing.said.interests..We.love.to.hate.

essentially.undoes.the.teen.stereotypes.in.fi.lms.

these.kinds.of.characters,.but.why?.Why.do.we.

to.come.in.the.1990s.and.2000s..

choose.these.‘girly’.girls.as.our.villains?.Are.they.

With.the.development.of.social.media.in.the.early.2010s,.an.era.of.memes.and.online.posts.about.
being.‘basic’.(coining.the.term.for.current.use).
furthered.the.notions.of.weaponizing.popular.
consumption against women into the following
decade..Perhaps,.for.many.women,.it.was.consuming this media at a young age that cemented
the.‘I’m.not.like.other.girls’.mindset;.the.more.

just easier to hate? Easier to mock? In these cult
classic.teen.fi.lms,.ultra.femininity.is.nearly.synonymous.with.evil,.which.is.incredibly.unrealistic.and.
in.a.way,.built.the.foundation.for.the.perception.
of.other.women.and.ourselves..Hollywood.needs.
to.do.better.to.break.the.mold..If.they.say.young.
girls.are.devils,.at.least.we.should.sparkle.in.all.
shades.of.pink.

uninterested we appear in things like fashion or
38
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This piece was inspired by the prolific artist

elements drawn from the visual of an angry ocean

Ivan Aivazovsky’s painting, Storm at Sea on a

under pure, guiding moonlight: fear, awe, and

Moonlit Night. He became famous for painting

ultimately, the strength and faith to carry on...

seascapes,usually with ships being tossed about

Aboard
Aivazovsky’s
Ship

on the waves. His work was a reflection of his
near-worship for the ocean and the elements,
a passion I share with the artist. Though the sea
itself may have inspired much of Aivazovsky’s
work, there is an element of visceral power, fate,
and divine glory that is felt when standing in front
of one of his seascapes—much the same as I feel
standing in front of the sea itself. I wanted to
write a narrative that encompassed the emotional

The.world.spins.faster.out.here,.pinched.beneath.
a haunted sky draped in shawls of mist and an
iron.sea.dense.with.souls.that.swam.before..I.do.
not usually clutch the rigging of the ship and
imagine the vast number of skeletons littering
the.sea.fl.oor.a.mile.beneath.us..But.tonight,.
the.waves.are.pitching.tar-black.and.heavy.into.
the.sides,.the.stern,.the.bow—spilling.over.the.
deck in thin rivulets darkening the leather toes

By Jingle Wells
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of.my.boots—and.reminding.us.we.are.not.safe.

hand in the rigging until the splinters of rope

“Captain.”.The.voice.is.near.enough.to.give.me.

The.sails.infl.ate.once.more.above.me.as.the.

here..We.were.never.safe.here,.and.our.lives.are.

itch.pleasantly.against.my.calloused.fi.ngers..He’s.

pause..I.turn.to.face.the.fi.rst.mate,.his.face.a.blend.

quartermaster.clutches.the.wheel..Keep.sailing,.

trinkets.the.all-encompassing.waters.allow.us.to.

either.young.or.ignorant..The.worst.thing.that.

of grays and blues as another cloud parts us from

keep.breathing..I.nod.to.the.fi.rst.mate.and.

keep.out.of….

can happen to a ship is to be turned improperly

the.moon..He.is.not.invisible.when.this.happens,.

untwine.my.fi.ngers.from.the.rigging,.following.

to.the.wind,.for.the.shape.of.the.hull.and.the.

but.nearly.so,.near.enough.that.his.beard.

him.to.the.wheel..The.smell.of.the.ocean.clutches.

fi.rmness.of.the.wood.to.be.used.against.us..Our.

smudges into his sideburns and his eyes darken

me,.a.clear,.aching.musk.of.brine,.the.same.scent.

only.hope.is.to.keep.sailing.through..Keep.going,.

into.the.voids.of.a.skull’s.sockets...

a.glittering.fi.sh.possesses.when.it’s.fi.rst.pulled.

Out.of.what?..
Mercy?.Understanding?.What.is.our.ship,.pivoted.
sideways.on.a.cobalt.angle.in.these.rough.waters,.
that.the.ocean.should.allow.us.to.keep.fl.oating?.
I.stare.up.to.the.crows.nest,.but.up.is.no.longer.
the.direction.we.are.pointing..We.are.going.
sideways,.and.if.I.stare.directly.heavenward,.I.
can.see.the.clots.of.cloud,.mist,.rain.and.shadow.
parting.for.a.golden.moon.the.size.and.shape.
of.a.dragon’s.eye..The.dragon.weeps.to.the.
horizon,.long,.lateral.tears.of.molten.amber,.
spilling.lambent.light.across.the.rippling.waves..
Our.lamps.have.mostly.blackened.against.the.
intermittent.gales.and.sea.spray..This.moon,.

keep.sailing..I.look.back.across.the.water,.the.
waves tinged green now beneath those golden
dragon.tears.the.moon.is.weeping.for.us..It.looks.
like.a.breadcrumb.trail.of.pirate.coins,.and.we.are.
meant.to.follow...
Keep.going,.keep.sailing..Staying.in.motion.is.
all.that.will.keep.us.afl.oat..The.sails.fl.ap.and.fi.ll,.
fl.ap.and.fi.ll,.like.a.pair.of.lungs..Sailing.is.like.
breathing,.and.it.cannot.be.stopped.once.it.has.
begun…not.if.those.aboard.want.to.maintain.a.
carnal.existence..

this.singular.point.in.the.storm,.is.all.we.have.to.

Another.wave.comes.and.rights.us..I.adjust.my.

judge.our.location..The.stars.have.all.blown.out,.

footing,.thick.boots.propped.on.damp.wood.and.

the charts and compasses unreadable in the

grizzled.rope..This.is.no.cause.to.celebrate,.for.a.

blackened.belly.of.the.boat,.and.all.we.have.left.

second gust comes just as fast to push us to a tilt once

is this near perfect orb changing shape and color

more..But.the.ship.will.persist;.I.have.faith.in.that...

as.a.waxy.cloud.merges.in.front.of.it..

And.what.is.that.faith?.Where.did.it.come.from,.

“We should drop anchor!” I hear someone shout

this relentless idea that a forward charge was

at.the.rumbling.crew.around.me..I.tighten.my.

equivalent.to.survival?.
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“We.need.you.to.take.the.helm.”.
And what is this faith they have in me? There is
only so much expertise a man can use to bolster
his.reputation..The.quartermaster.is.the.one.in.
charge.of.keeping.the.vessel.on.its.course,.not.I—
yet whenever the winds make their shrill whistles
between.the.lines.it.is.I.that.they.approach..Why.
do.they.trust.in.me,.and.why.do.I.trust.in.this.ship?.
Because.it’s.never.failed.you.before..
That.isn’t.to.say.there.weren’t.storms,.or.there.
were.never.damages..But.the.mere.fact.that.we.
still have lives to worry about losing corroborates
the.story:.we.have.not.failed.each.other,.this.
ship.and.I,.and.we.will.not.fail.one.another.now..I.
glance.up.at.the.moon.as.the.fi.rst.mate.becomes.
easier.to.distinguish.from.every.other.sailor..She.is.
back.again,.pockmarked.yet.beautiful,.the.golden.
face.of.another.realm.staring.down.upon.us..Her.
smile.scatters.fl.ashes.of.copper.across.the.waves...

violently.alive.from.the.water..It.is.not.bad.nor.
good,.not.dirty.nor.clean..It.is.the.smell.of.wind.
in the sails and salt in the bloodstream and hair
whipped in the citrus sweat stirred by a storm like
this.one..It.is.the.smell.of.freedom,.of.persistence,.
of navigating through the gates of hell to reach
that.single.spot.of.moonlight.on.the.other.side...
I.put.my.hands.on.the.wheel,.feel.it.groaning.
against.my.weight..The.waves.are.intent.on.
rocking.us,.but.the.sails.direct.us.through.the.
trails.of.light.streaking.the.water..The.clouds.
build.a.wall.on.the.horizon,.but.the.yellow.moon.
is borne high enough now that they will struggle
to.overwhelm.her..Some.of.the.larger.waves.lose.
opacity.as.they.are.shot-through.with.beams.of.
lustrous.gold,.and.go.from.black.to.shimmering.
turquoise..Keep.going..Keep.sailing..Keep.
breathing...
I.point.the.masthead.toward.the.horizon,.and.my.
faith.buoys.me.home...
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By Jade G. Lupo
The entry hall was rich with warm greetings and

and.whisper,.ricocheted.from.wall.to.wall,.words.

perfume,.chasing.away.the.trailing.remnants.of.

thrown across the cooking stations stuck to

winter.breeze..Guests.were.guided.through.a.dim.

exposed.skin.in.the.humidity.

venue and seated at tables set with lit candles
and.ivory.cloth..Thin.legs.crossed.and.nails.
tapped.gently,.the.polished.commotion.heavy.
with.stories.and.laughter.coated.in.aged.liquor.
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Hands,.chapped.and.sore,.rushed.with.seasoned.
instinct..Beneath.them,.ceramic.plates.bled.into.
one another as ingredients were lost between
layers of sauce and bread and salad tossed with

Unregarded silhouettes slipped beyond

house.dressing..Yet,.across.the.eyes.of.onlookers.

the.dining.hall,.past.the.theatrics.to.the.

was etched a delicate portrait; steak and pasta

monochromatic bustle of sudden overcast

and fresh vegetables saturated the dishes as they

contained.within.the.kitchen..Unlike.the.dinner.

traveled.around.the.room.with.masterful.haste,.

conversations.which,.muddled.with.laughter.

wasting.neither.time.nor.fl.avor..
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Standing patiently beside the kitchen swing

came..Her.notepad.folded.in.her.palms.as.her.

doors.was.a.waitress.uniformed.in.all.black,.her.

mind.danced.to.their.frequencies,.her.refl.ection.

hair pulled taut into a bun layed just above her

the only weight at her ankles as she ascended

neck..Her.demeanor.sat.Strazzan,.features.misted.

from adagio to allegro seamlessly and draped

beneath.a.suffocatingly.pure.bid.of.hospitality..

in.diamonds.

Her lips tipped upwards in a grin both archaic
and.ever-present,.as.though.she.carved.the.
upturned lines into her cheeks with a butterknife
before.shifts..She.stood.at.the.balance,.facing.the.
chefs.with.ears.turned.towards.the.door,.resting.
at.the.equilibrium.of.the.restaurant.
Her.coworkers.found.her.to.be.quite.aloof,.
suspecting she roamed the restaurant on
autopilot..When.they.spoke.to.her.she.spoke.
back,.but.still.her.eyes.faced.inward,.as.though.
she.much.preferred.conversation.with.herself..

As.she.stood.between.sweat.and.rest,.work.and.
play,she.was.no.longer.a.waitress,.nor.in.debt,.
nor.late.on.rent..She.had.not.been.standing.for.
ten.hours.and.her.feet.were.not.sore..She.spun.
from.wall.to.wall,.a.silk.dress.hugging.her.waist
and.jewels.dangling.from.her.skin,.and.she.smiled—
solely.because.she.did.not.need.to.anymore.
Still,.she.danced.as.she.clocked.out.of.her.shift,.
as she waved goodnight to the kitchen staff and
as.she.passed.through.the.back.exit,.leaving.the.
door.to.fall.shut.behind.her..Waiting.at.the.bus.

Not.unlike.her.fellow.waitstaff,.she.watched.every.

stop,.legs.crossed.and.nails.tapping.at.the.bench.

night as gilded women arched effortlessly in their

beneath.her,.her.veil.fell.into.the.winter.breeze,.

seats.and.men.swayed.cooly.in.discussion..When.

exposing.the.fi.nelines.by.her.lips.and.the.motting.

she spoke with them she imagined herself in their

atop.her.cheeks.

chairs,.in.their.clothes,.with.their.inattentiveness.
to time and without hesitation when the bill

Lashes to Lashes
By Brandon Davis
(SCENE: A small college-town apartment. There
is a kitchen area stage right, with a round dining
room table and four chairs. Upstage left, there
is a door leading outside. A short hall stage left
leads off into the rest of the apartment.)
Holly sits at the table, scrolling on her phone. A
book sits, unopened, in front of her. She has a
cup of coffee in her hand, and takes sips of
it regularly.

JUNE. Have you seen the group chat?
Holly hides her phone.
HOLLY. Of course I have. I was up late last night.
June looks up at her.
JUNE. Well?
HOLLY. Well, what?

JUNE. (Offstage) Holly?

JUNE. Well, what are we gonna do about it?

HOLLY. What?

HOLLY. Liz and Skylar are adults, aren’t they? Let
them figure it out.

June enters from the hallway, wrapped in a towel.
She has just come out of the shower. She is
looking down at a cellphone in her hand.

She picks up the book and begins reading. June
stares at her in disbelief.
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HOLLY. What?

LIZ. Hi, Holly…

JUNE. (Entering, now dressed) –Just with fewer dicks!

JUNE. They’re our friends¸ Holly! If they’re going
to be having a huge breakup, we need to get
involved at least a little bit.

As soon as she says this, she breaks down crying.
Holly awkwardly hugs her, trying to both comfort
her and usher her inside.

Liz and Holly look pointedly at June.

HOLLY. What for?

HOLLY. Liz, hey… what a surprise.

LIZ. Don’t worry, it’s fine.

JUNE. Oh, I don’t know, maybe to keep the friend
group from imploding?

LIZ. June invited me over… she said you weren’t
busy today?

HOLLY. The friend group is not going to
“implode,” June. The two of them will be over it in
a week, and we’ll all just move on.

HOLLY. (Glaring off into the hallway) She’s
supposed to be at work. But whatever. Here, Liz,
why don’t you have a seat? Do you need tissues
or something?

HOLLY. Anyway… what I’m trying to say is that
maybe you and Skylar weren’t the best couple.
That the two of you are better off with…
different people.
LIZ. That’s easy for you to say. You and June have
such a great thing going.

Liz nods. Holly brings a box of tissues and sets it
down in front of her on the table.

June comes up behind Holly and wraps her arms
around her shoulders.

LIZ. I swear to god, Holly, this is it. I can’t believe
she would cheat on me again. (She blows her
nose) And after she practically begged me to
take her back the last time!

JUNE. We do our best.

SKYLAR. Heyyy, Holly, is June— (Seeing
everyone) Oh.

LIZ. And besides, neither of you are unlovable freaks.

JUNE. Am I what?

JUNE. Liz! You are not an unlovable freak!

HOLLY. Yeah, that’s… that’s crazy.

LIZ. (Standing, pacing towards the other side of
the room) Yeah, well, apparently I’m not much of
a lesbian, either.

HOLLY. (Feigning surprise) Skylar! What the hell
are you doing here?

JUNE. I don’t know, Holly… I think this one might
be the real thing.
HOLLY. You said that last time.
JUNE. I mean it this time!
A knock at the door.
JUNE. Oh, shit, I’m not dressed.
June exits. Another knock.
HOLLY. I’ll get it… I guess?
Holly crosses to the door. She opens it to reveal
Liz on the doorstep. She is on the verge of tears.
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LIZ. Why do people just feel compelled to hurt
each other?
HOLLY. I don’t know, Liz. What I do know,
however, is that lesbians aren’t always saints. A lot
of the time, we’re just as bad as straight guys—

JUNE. Oh, shit. Sorry.

JUNE. Liz, I’m sorry, okay? It was a stupid joke, I
shouldn’t have said it.
LIZ. I’m not mad at you or anything. I’m just

saying that it’s a really common attitude towards
people like me. It’s the kind of attitude that makes
your girlfriend leave you for a ciswoman.
HOLLY. Liz, Skylar’s not leaving you because
you’re trans. (Pause.) I mean, I’ve known her a
long time. I’m sure it’s more about her than you.
LIZ. I’ve heard that line before, Holly. Shockingly,
it’s never made me feel any better.
A knock at the door. Holly tries to stand, but June
stops her.
JUNE. Don’t worry, I’ll get it.
June opens the door, revealing Skylar.

JUNE. Is June what?
SKYLAR. (Awkward) Is this a bad time?
HOLLY & LIZ. (In unison) Yes.
SKYLAR. I think I’ll just go…
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HOLLY. What?

HOLLY. June, I—

LIZ. Do you hear yourself right now? You
sound ridiculous.

SKYLAR. Don’t. I can handle this. (Very seriously
to June) June… I’m sorry I seduced your girlfriend.

LIZ. Right. ‘Cause you look real broken up right now.

SKYLAR. No, you’re ridiculous! I love you, Liz.
We love you. Holly and I would never— (Realizes
her mistake.)

June is stunned for a moment. Then she slaps
Skylar hard enough to knock her down.

SKYLAR. Oh, shut up! You’re always so bitter.

June and Liz look over at Holly.

LIZ. (Nearing hysterics) Well, it’s not my fault my
girlfriend’s a slut!

JUNE. Oh, no you don’t! (Grabs her and drags
her inside) Why are you here, Skylar?
SKYLAR. (Stammering) I… well, you know… I
mean, Holly’s one of my oldest friends, right? Is it
wrong for me to want to cry on her shoulder?

SKYLAR. How dare you! I may be a lot of things,
but a slut is not one of them. I didn’t even cheat
on you this time!
LIZ. I saw the messages, Sky! You and your
“mystery friend” got pretty graphic.
SKYLAR. For christ’s sake, Liz, it was just flirting*!
We never actually did any of that stuff. Honestly, I
wasn’t even taking it seriously until you decided
to pitch a fit over the whole thing!
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They all turn to Holly, who just stands there,
silently. She tries to mouth words, but no sound
comes out.
JUNE. (Quiet) …Get out.
SKYLAR. June, I—

SKYLAR. Ow! Fuck.

JUNE. (Forceful) Get out.

JUNE. …Holly?

Holly is numb. Liz stands over Skylar as she tries to
get back up.

Awkward silence.

LIZ. What the hell is wrong with you?!

Skylar turns back to Holly, but is blocked by a
scowling Liz. She nods, slowly, and exits through
the door.

HOLLY. Does… anybody want coffee?

SKYLAR. (To June) For real! You could have
actually hurt me!

LIZ. I think we’re well past that.
JUNE. Holly?
SKYLAR. Well, I see I’ve made a mess of things…
LIZ. Skylar, I swear to god, don’t even think about
leaving right now.
JUNE. (Softly, through tears) Holly?

LIZ. Not her, smartass.
SKYLAR. Did you not just see her hit me?
LIZ. I would have done a lot more than hit you if I
were her.
SKYLAR. You two are crazy! Holly, help me out here?

June moves downstage, staring blankly ahead
into the audience. Liz follows close behind her,
hovering. After a brief moment, Holly starts to
approach but is stopped by a sudden glare from
Liz. Silently, she slips out through the front door
as well.
With Holly’s exit, Liz turns back to June. She
comes up behind her and wraps her arms around
her shoulders. June remains unresponsive.
BLACKOUT.
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THRIFTED
FASHION
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In the past few years, Gen Z has recycled and revived many of the past threads our parents,
and even grandparents, rocked in their day. While fashion trends are cyclical, this phenomena
has also come to fruition due to a thrifting craze spurring across social media. Thrift stores
are affordable and sustainable, which happen to be two of the biggest selling points in 2022.
We captured various thrifted styles from students across campus to show how these unique
(and sometimes antique) finds can help to curate personal style today!

Add a funky pair of summer
glasses like Melina’s for a
retro vibe!

Small rings are a great accessory and an easy
antique-shop find!

Linework nails have been a
huge trend in 2022, they’re
simple yet eccentric.
Bold and quirky earrings are popularly sold by
small businesses on sites like Depop.

Patterns on a neutral toneddress add a pop of fun.
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Tote bags with cute motifs or sketches can be an
efficient and charming option!
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70’s
Chic!
Thrifting neutrals help create a closet color scheme for
tons of outfits! Sarah and Desirae show this by offering
looks that are 70s chic!
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Think
Red

Red: the classic color to mix with polka dot skirts, reminds us of past American styles. Think: the housewife, appropriated and modern.
Think: a trip to visit Minnie Mouse. Mixing classic and modern, denim and middy-skirts, we see our past and our futures blending.
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With hair bright as fire, Finn reminds us of all things emo-kid-nostalgic: the first key in “The Black Parade”, every scene-queen
we all had crushes on, and the way our favorite childhood trends recycle back to us in adulthood. Playing with professional
ware—button ups and ties our dads might wear to their 9-5—paired with high-top Converse, bring out the punk in all of us.
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THRIFTED

From dark fashion that ranges styles of gothic chic, autumn witch, dark academia, and midnight hippie to
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FASHION

brighter styles of 60s modern vintage and eclectic earthy vintage, you can find it all through thrifting!
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Are you interested in contributing to TEMPO?
Contact us at tempoccu@coastal.edu

